
New Products



• Reusable up to 10 jobs per section•

• Slices windshield clips and posts
• Won’t damage paint finishes

• Made in the USA

RC100 • RipCord™ HD
Since 2012, we have searched the world for a durable cord that could respond to the tough 
demands of auto glass technicians and the difficult removals they face every day. Our criteria 
was a simple one. We wanted to offer you a cord that would be seriously tough, thin enough to 
get into tight spaces and not only be reusable a few times per section but reusable up to ten* 
times. After an exhaustive search, and only minimal success, we decided it was time to take 
matters into our own hands. We set out to have the ultimate cord created to our specifications 
right here in the USA.

Introducing RipCord™ HD

RipCord™ HD is the highest quality cord available for auto glass removal. You’ve tried others 
that are designed more like simple “line” or “string” than an actual cord. These products break 
too easily and you find yourself spending more time setting back up for the job than actually 
cutting. Using thicker products that simulate these “string” patterns, work against cutting action 
and create too much drag. You end up fighting with the line instead of doing any cutting.

RipCord™ HD solves all of these problems utilizing an innovative technology fused into 
its design called Force Multiplier. A next-generation fiber technology combined with a uni-
directional design to deliver the best quality cutting experience you can have. All while keeping 
painted finishes completely safe from potential damage.

RipCord™ HD will slice right through plastic clips and posts that robots use to place the 
windshield for a perfect fit at the factory. You’ve likely become frustrated with these and at the 
inability to cut them quickly, or at all.With RipCord™ HD, all of these problems are eliminated.
100’ Roll • MSRP...$39.97

* Temperature, humidity, pre-existing damage and adverse body or glass conditions may affect an 
end-users overall per-use average.



708771 • 2004+ Ford Standard F-Series Cowling Clips
25/64” (10mm) Hole Size
Head Diameter: 20mm
Stem Length: 12mm
Package of 25 • MSRP...$6.67

So how do you improve on an industry standard product like Squire?
Make it stronger and sharper.

That sounds easy, but it's been quite a task. For over 2 years, we have worked with some truly 
amazing people to create an all-new version of Squire that meets the highest quality standards 
that you’ve come to expect from Equalizer®

Introducing Squire 2 (or "Squire Squared" if you're into math, or tongue-twisters.)

Squire 2 was specifically engineered to not only cut through the newest, toughest and widest 
urethane but Squire 2 will slice right through plastic clips and posts that are now being used by 
automobile manufacturers to place the windshield in the exact position necessary for a perfect fit 
at the factory.

If you've encountered these clips or posts with traditional wire you’ve likely become frustrated at 
their inability to cut them quickly, or at all. With Squire 2 those problems are eliminated.
STW509 • 72’ Roll • MSRP...$14.63
STL166 • 164’ Roll • MSRP...$29.34

First introduced in 1992, 
Squire has been the industry 
standard wire for removing 

auto glass all over the world.



JSC1098 • Jeep Spacer Clip
For use on Jeep Wranglers (2007-present) with exposed edge glass. The clip is used to get the 
proper gap alignment between the glass and the body and is not meant to be a permanent fixture 
on the vehicle. After setting of the windshield is complete, use a moulding tape to secure the glass 
while the urethane cures, then remove clips. To remove, simply turn the clip 90° either direction 
and pull out.
Package of 6 • MSRP...$7.95

JFT323 • Equalizer® LongHorn Seat Release
The original LongHorn Seat Release design on one end - For use with 2004-2010 Ford F-150 pickups 
that have bolted in back glasses. On these models you must remove the rear seat and tim panels 
surrounding the glass so that you can remove it. However, the rear seat has a hidden latch that must 
be released before the seat can be removed. Not only is the latch obscured from normal vision, but it’s 
also at a difficult angle to access. This end of the LongHorn Seat Release Tool is designed to straddle 
the catch on the latch so that the tool will not slip off to one side. You then push the latch back to 
release the catch and the seat can be removed.

The new added feature on the opposite end of the tool - For use with 2010 (and up) Ford F-Series 4 
Door Trucks. These trucks also have a bolted-in rear seat, which must be moved forward in order to 
replace the power sliding rear window. The rear seat on these models also has a hidden latch that has 
to be released before the seat can be moved forward. This latch is on the back of the seat and very 
difficult to access, with a button-like “knob” that has to be lifted up to release. This end of the LongHorn 
Seat Release Tool gives you the length and the leverage needed to reach the latch and is designed to 
fit onto the “knob” allowing you to pull up on it and release the latch to move the seat forward.
MSRP...$24.15

NEW & IMPROVED! Now 2 Tools in ONE!

2004-2010 Ford F-150 Pickups 2010 (and up) Ford F-Series 4 Door Trucks
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